To be rational is to act intelligently. Add goals, preferences, decisions, actions.
Logic, rational agency, and intelligent interaction
To be rational is to reason intelligently. All available sources of information. Logic as the study of explicit informational processes (inference, observation, communication) "Zhi: Wen, Shuo, Qin" To be rational is to act intelligently. Add goals, preferences, decisions, actions.
To be rational is to interact intelligently. Argumentation, communication, games.
Purpose today Discuss what happens when analyzing agency, mixture computational and philosophical logic, formal results and their significance as a theory of agency. Statics: defining the BI outcome in modal preference logic
Games as a microcosm for logics of rational agency
Modal preference language <pref i >φ: i prefers some node with φ to the current one.
Fact The BI strategy is definable as the unique relation σ satisfying the following axiom for all propositions P -viewed as sets of nodes -, for all players i:
Explanation: (recursively) avoid strictly dominated moves.
Dynamics I: Defining the BI procedure in logic of public announcements
Dynamic logics of public announcement: Information update as model change.
Card examples: learning P eliminates the worlds where P is false. In a picture:
Questions/answers: iterated and common knowledge. Epistemic logic Language p |¬φ | 
Theorem PAL axiomatized completely by epistemic logic plus recursion axioms: 
Belief change under hard information: [!P] B i φ ↔ P → B i P [!P]φ
Theorem The logic of conditional belief under public announcements is axiomatized completely by (a) complete base logic of B i ψ φ, (b) PAL reduction axioms, plus (c) reduction axiom for conditional beliefs:
Allows for interesting scenarios: Misleading true information. New notion: Safe belief.
'Soft information' merely changes the plausibility ordering of the existing worlds.
Lexicographic upgrade ⇑P changes the current model M to M⇑P:
P-worlds now better than all ¬P-worlds; within zones, old order remains.
Belief change under soft information (<> is the epistemic existential modality:)
Theorem The dynamic logic of lexicographic upgrade is axiomatized completely by logic of conditional belief + compositional analysis of effects of model change:
Rethink BI procedure as creating expectations, changing plausibility among branches of game tree. Start with the empty plausibility relation. At a turn for player i, successor node x 'strictly dominates' node y for i if all currently most plausible end nodes following x are worse for i than all currently most plausible end nodes following y.
Theorem
The BI procedure consists in iterated soft updates using the assertion that "No player plays a strictly dominated move at her turns".
New technical issues:
(a) Monotonicity: the plausibility links just grow, they do not 'reverse'.
(b) Soft updates need binary ⇑(P, Q):
"make all end-nodes after x more plausible than those after y". 
